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e COmlllent
The Bus Stops Here
by Jim Calnan
On Tuesday April 10, 1979
Almeida Bus Company abruptly
ceased its runs to and from
Bridgewater. Almeida Bus informed
town and campu s police
departments. The police sent
cruisers around to inform students
that there would be no buses
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problems. According to Green,
Almeida was "experiencing a
financially distressing time," making
it difficult to maintain their terminals
in New Bedford and Hyannis.
"Almeida Bus rates were low" which
is playing a role in their problems.
Almeida Bus is still in business, but
on a much smaller basis.
As of yesterday, April 11th, th('
Luddy Bus Company of West
Bridgewater took over. They are
part of the Bay State Commuter
Line. According to the company,
they are not in full swing and would
Northeastern University will be
appreciate student comments as to
delivering a lecture and slide show
how they could better accomodate
highlig hting nuclea r power
the student s on campus (a survey
development and visions of an
follows this article and we ask all to
alternative solar society. Professor
Energy
the
of
fill it out and return it to The
member
a
is
Case
Comme nt). The Bus Service runs
Study Panel of the National
(Cont on p.4) to Boston everyday and a one way

coming through Bridgewater. The
problem according to John Green,
district Manager for T railways, is
that the Almeida Bus Company was
experiencing problems. Mr. Green
went on to say that Almeida Bus was
in the process of selling out to the
Pilgrim. Bus Company. Also, they
were experie ncing equipm ent

N u k e Talk

by Manish DeFaun
A- multi-media program entitled
THE
NUCLE AR ENERGY:
:POWER PLAGUE will be presented
on Wednesday, April 18 at 7 o'clock
pm in the BSC Library Lecture Hall.
Professor Robert Case of the
Gradua te School of Mathematics at

Sabbaticals D en ie d
by Karen Tobin
The taculty union has filed a
grievance concerning selection
procedure for faculty .sabbaticals. /
The recent faculty contract outlines·
certain procedures for selection and
the union contends that their
procedures were not followed_
In order to understand this issue,
one must first underst and wxactly
what a sabbatical is. A sabbatical is
generally time off for a faculty
member, either one semester at full
payor a year (two semesters) at half
pay. This time is used for. further
study at another university, to work
on a researc h project, paper, article

or book, to design new courses or to
o the r w i s e inc rea sea. n e ' s
proficiency in one's field or in
teaching. A certain prejudice exists
concerning sabbaticals--people fear
that they are a wast of money, that a
faculty member is being paid to loaf
around. This is not the case-sabbaticals are used for worthwhile
projects which are beneficial to the
faculty members in question, his or
her students· and department and
the school as a whole.
Qualifications for sabbatical are
given in detail in the recently ratified
faculty contract. A faculty member
must have had 14 semeste rs of
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teaching service. These semesters
need not be consecutive.. theycould
have been interrupted by unpaid
leaves. When a faculty member
becomes . eligible, he·. must .then
apply to his departm ent head and
must present a description of the
research in or study project he
wishes to pursue during his
sabbatical. The departm ent head
and the Vice President of Academic
Affairs must look atthe effects that a
sabbatical would have on the
academic program at BSC. The
V.P. of academic affairs can then
.choose to seek a replacement, to
ask . the departm ent head to
the request or to ask the
withdraw
members of the departm ent to take

ticket costs $2.25 and the drop-offis the bus situation from The
South Station . Buses leave Comme nt Office.
At this point in time, the Luddy
Bridgewaterfor Boston at 6: 15 a. m.,
Company does not travel south
Bus
and
a.m.
7:10
a.m.,
6:50
6:30 a.m.,
ater to the New Bedford
Bridgew
of
for
3:50 pm. Buses leave Boston
d
Bridgewater at 7:20 a.m., 4:50 p.m., or Cape Cod areas. This weeken
the
for
way
that
heading
students
p.m.
5:40
and
5:10 p.m., 5:20 p.m.,
(the 4:50 and 5:20 buses go to three day Easter break will
experience difficulties. Across from
,Middleboro as well).
the bookstore in the Student Union
10
day
As of next Tuesday, 30
tickets will be available for $22.50. is a ride board,which will help those
This will allow students to use the: students who need a ride to find
tickets for 10 rides over a 30 day one: Also,WBIM will broadcast its
period. The company st~ted that regular feature Ride Board at 3:15
the prices are a little higher than pm and 8:15 pm Thursday and
Almeida Buses, but they stated that Friday.
The Comme nt is conducting a
they could give the students better
survey for Luddy Bus Company.
service.
Any studen t who leaves We would appreciate your help so
Bridgewater for the New Bedford, they can give you, the students, the
Fall River, Cape Cod area is asked service you want. So please fill out
to contact; WBIM, Student Life or .the survey and drop it in· the
The Comm ent Office and ask if envelope on·· the door of The
someone could Check the ride Comme nt office that says Bus
bQard. Jim will answer Questions on Survey .
_
.____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
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Editorials
There have recently been several posters and parties around campus
concerning the "Circle of Gold" (sometimes known as 'The Golden
Circle"'. Members of the college community should be warned that the
Circle of Gold is illegal and is a potential rip-off.
The legality of the Circle of Gold is the topic of much controversy. Its
proponents argue that only chain letters are illegal and because
instructions for the Circle are passed by word of mouth rather than
through the mail, it is legal. We' contacted Ted Fusi1lo of the office of The
Middlesex County District Attorney, whose office has been studyingthe
Circle of Gold because its greatest popularity in the state of
Massachusetts thus far has been concentrated in that area.'Fusillo cited
'Massachusetts General Law Chapter 271 sect_ 6A which he said was
"against anyone who sets up or promotes a plan by which goods or
anything of value are sold tb a person for consideration and upon the
further consideration that the purchaser agrees to secure that one or
more persons participate in the plan.
In addition to this information, we were told by the Massachusetts
Attorney General's Office that soliciting is illegal on state property,
, therefore even if the Circle of Gold were legal elsewhere it would still be
illegal on the BSC campus because the entire campus is state property.
Is the Circle really a rip-oft? We really don't know. All we can tell you
for certain is that authorities have stated that it is illegal. We can ask a
question, however. If people are gaining money through the Circle,
doesn't it follow that someone must be losing it? Think about it.
'KMT

O.K. BUDDY, HElES '/OvA.
"11GKE1':
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ILetters to the Editorl
Responses on Drinking Age
Question
To Robert A. Cote, author of
'Drinking Legislation Justified";
Is it? Since when is the state able
to legislate maturity? You state that
the eighteen and nineteen year olds
blew th~ right to drink. Well,
according to the recent study made
by the Massachusetts Commission
on Probation, we didn't blow it pal,
you did.
The results of the study were
given by Comr. Joseph F. Foley,
stating that the twenty·one to
twenty-five age group for both men
and women had "the highest
frequency of drunk driver charges."
Eighty-six percent of the people
charged,with drunk driving this year
were twenty years or older. Sixty
percent were between twenty years
and forty years of age.
Not only that, more than half of all
driving under the influence
defendants were twenty-six years or
older.
As for the amount of damage
done by twenty-five year olds to
dormatories--just exactly how many
twenty-five year aids live in dorms?
As you stated, eighteen years oIds
are able to vote and be drafted. Not
only that, eighteen year olds are also
able to enter into contracts, marry,
have children, own a house, run for
office and be criminally prosecuted
to the full extent of the law. Yet the
governor states that a person with
these responsibilities is, not able to
drink. That's too bad, especially
since these immature souls. don't
even h.. Id the record for the highest
number of drunk drivers. You do.
As for your bleeding heart, bleed for
yourself, you're responsible.
" ,
Kathleen A. Chambers

reign and has lied about some of his
campaign promises. This is just
another example of the fact thqt he
is a poor governor.
Ed King is spitting in the face.s of
the State's young people and Mr.
Cote is spitting with him. J'm not
going to sit still. I'm going to get stiff
and then I'm going to spit back., .
Leo Wiltshire'
Class of 1982,
WBIM D.J.,
Alcoholic.

Candidate
Ijams

for us. We had our meeting, which allowed to be involved with Spare
Mr. Mannning attended. After our Parts. Two of us are Communic,meeting, he proceeded to scold us ation Arts and Sciences Majors.
In closing, we would like to take
'for going behind his back to have a
production meeting. He then this time to wish Mr. Manning good
proceeded to tell us basically that he luck in running the cameras, the
'Would prefer it if those of us who so ,lights, and the sound, as well as
performing in all the sketches by
pes ired organization would leave.
Prior to the meeting, Mr. Manning himself, as we will not help him, and
we, urge you to helo only when hp
stated that he felt only
_
(Cont. on p.4)
Com_munication M~iors should be

D ea dl,·n es·:

On April 18th, the class of 1981
votes
for their
class
officers
upcoming
junior
year.
I urg?forallthe
of
you to vote at these important
elections because the Jast two years

Photos _Stolen ·~po~t~~\~fh~ref:r:, ~eh~~s~h~~~' M'oilday' "af 'noon:Clas'slfied
good class officers to organize
Ad
A d V e r t 1· S men t san 'd
from Photo e"rents
that make these years
S,
A nno uncements.
Contest
I am running for Treasurer of the
Class of 1981 because during the
T ues d_ay at noon: Articles,
Letter to the Editor;
first two years the Class of1981 has
To whom it may concern;
been inefficient and I want to change
To whom ever stole one of my
that. I want this to be a great class
Letters ....and
Commentaries~
photographs from .the Student ,"with.
as many social activities as .....
_ _ _ _ _..;._ _ _ _
m~morable.

_~-----

;..;;...;.~~;;..;;.;...;;..;;..-'.

Union Photography Contest, I'm possible and I believe that I can do it.
glad that my photographic ability 'I am a dedicated worker and I will
and tastes were to your liking. spend as much time as is necessary
If you return it to the Student to see ~hat the Class of 1981 is _
Union Directors' Office in the successful
(established 1927)
Campus Mail there will be no
If you want a great junior year
questions asked. You can even send thenVote Michael Ijams: Treasurer
Editor-in Chief ............................. Karen Tobin
it directly to me: my name, address, of the Clas~, ot'1981, on April 18th.
Managing E(litor .................... Michael S. Bezoenik
and telephone number were on the
,.
Sincerely,
News Editor .................................. Sue Asci
back of the mat.
Michael Ijams
Cultural Arts Editor ...................... Karen DeWolf
It's about time some people
Class of 1981
Sports Editor ................................ Danny Hall
around here started to have a little
bit more regard as to the personal
Advertising Manager ............... T. Michael Robertson
property of others on this campus.;
ours;:~'
Photography Editor ~ .......... , ..... ~ ... '. . Joni Dahlene
Who ever took these pictures
Graphics
Editor ........................... Greg Dansak
(others were stol~n too) has
Business Manager ................. ; ...... Gerry LaCroix
jeopardized future ·photography
Office Manager ..................... Susan J. Laflamme
contests in the Student Union and
has lowered my respect for a few of WBSC-TV (commonly referred to
Distribution Manager ................... James A. Calnan
my fellow students.
as Spare Parts) is NOT YOUR
Contributing Editors: • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Jean St_ Andre
Vicky Lynn Haskell college TV station. '1t is a Gene
...................... Vicki Smialek
Class of 1980 Manning production,
as Mr.
.
................. Joan E. Thibeault
Manning' stated in a production
meeting for the show. His reason for
saying that Was that since he did all
the coordination of the project, it
Writing Staff: Kim Cleghorn, Pat Duddy, Peggy Faria, Pat
was therefore his show and not the
Ges ,ner, Ginny Gillespie, Joanne Herr, Candice Killion, Joe
students'.
McDonald,
Elaine Martin, Doug Mildram, Audrey Oliveira, Doug;
Mr. Manning's Spare Parts is
Schorr_
'
funded in part by our Student Union
Monday, April. 9, 1979 a rainy fees. Our fees help pay for the tapes
Art Staff: Charlie Billard.
dreary day, a day of disgrace'for the that the shows are taped on, among
'Photo Staff: 'Kimberly Jens,en.
sse community. This was the day other things. We as payers of this Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Susan
of the Program Committee photo
fee, have been allowed very little
Brennan, Colleen Des,mond, Kathy Goudie, Tom Leen, Joe
contest. Though the first prize was
imput in the process or content 6f
McDonald.
' ",
"
small ($lO.00) it was the experience the weekly show.
that was important. Experience it
We, and several other· Dis~ip,tltion Staff: "Joe Downey: Tom Leen.
was!! When the judges went to judge participants of Spare Parts," felt
, the photos it was found that 2 out of there was a definite lack of
THE COMMENT is a student-supported anq operated weekly newspaper
3 of my entrees had been stolen. organization. We suggested
serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is
The glass doors had· been forced production meetings as a time to
determined by the Editor-in-Chief in consultation with the Editorial Board.
open. I. can not 'believe that we have schedule and cast skits, brainstorm
Republication of all material printed herein is forbidden without the express
people on this campus that are that ideas, and offer a more cohesive
written permission of the E,ditor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor (:Ire encouraged
immature. So fellow students please feeling for the crew. At least one of
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements, and all
don't take security too lightly. If you us approached Mr. Manning and
other written material are subject to condensation. Advertising rates auai/able
have something you worked hard' asked for a meeting. He flatly
upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to THE COMMENT,
for and cherish, do not leave it refused, stating, "Things are
available for the minority of people running fine as they are." The \ Bridgewater State Col/ege, Bridgewater /l.J.A;, ext. _~~O or 304.
around here that will permanentlv associate producer called a meeting

... every age
group has its " ... a day of
problems ... "
Dear Editor,
disgrace for
I disapprove of Robert Cote's
views on the raising of the drinking SSC ... "
age, and I would like to make a few

things clear as far as I am
concerned.
1. I am under 20.
2. Yes, Mr. Cote, I DID vote by
absentee ballot, but I certainly
, did NOT vote for Ed. King.
3. I will continue to get buzzed
whenever possible, legal or not.
I resent Mr. Cote's reference of
eighteen and nineteen year aIds as
"selfish frienp.s." (I take it he is either
over 20 or his lips are virgin to beer.)
Every age· group has problems,
and kids aren't the only people who
drink to excess. Besides, is the
soaring divorce rate resulting in'
raising the age of marriage.
Ed. King has made a phenominal
amount of mistakes during his snort

borrow it! Lastly, those are one-of-'
a-kind photos and I hope that they
are not seen on 'this -campus by
myself and the, people that know
what they look like!
Sincerely,
Jack (Dismayed) Duncan

The Comment
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A ITENTION SENIORS
As competition for jobs increases, how well an applicant comes across
during an interview is becoming more and more important. During the
month of April, the Career Exploration Center will offer programs
desi~ne~ to b,:ild effective interviewing skills. I n helping students prepare
for lob rntervlews, many aspects of the interviewing process will be
explored. The follow~ng schedule has been planned for the week of April
.9: Thursday. April 12·· Opportunities for Practice Interviews
.~vid~otapi!1g of student ~nterviews); Friday, April 13-- Rehearsing for the
Job interview (role playmg). This program will be repeated during the
weeks of April~4 and April ~1. PleaSe contact the Career Exploration
Center for the time and location of each workshop session. registration
for each session will be required and size of groups will be limited.
Interested students should contact the Career Exploration Center as
soon as possible for Thursday's meeting.

[Announcements \
SOPHOMORE CLASS BOOZE CRUISE
~eminder

to all: Thurs. night SOPHOMORES kick offSpring Week with
Booze Cruise off Rowes Wharf in Boston. Ticket price ($5.00) includes
:he bu~ ride from the Student Union and admission on board plus
:mtertamment.Go for the best time this year, and hope nobody gets
5easick!!
.
:l.

"

"

.

- " ,

· .. ····SENjOR··piCfUB.ES:·-·::·~···'··'··'·'···'·················c···· ..······"··············;······
Seniors: Your black and white glossy pictures should be in as soon as
Dossible to insure that they get into the yearbook.

········i-i"iAiiH··CENTER..···············..··················· .......................................

········sTVDENf·M"FAlRs·c·oMMiiiEi.. ·············· ..·.. ····· ...................

Insurance identification cards must be picked up at the Health Center at
Tillinghast Hall. If you haven't picked up yours please do so soon.
Student members~f the. Health Center are available to listen to your
comments, suggestions, or problems. If you would like to discuss
anything related to the Health Center, contact Ann Hackenson at Pope
Hall, ext. 382, or Jim Calnan at the Comment Office, ext. 260.

There will be a Student Affairs Committee meeting on April 12 at 3:30
p.m. in Room 2 of the Student Union.

·· .. ····cHjiijREN~S·Pi-iySicAi...DEVEi.OPMiNT·CUNic··········...
Application forms are now available for positions as clinicians and
assistant clinicians for the fall session of 1979. The Clinic program, in
operation since 1974 and the only one of its kind in New England, is
devoted to the physical, motor (play and sport), and social improvement
of special needs children. ranging in age from 18 months through 20
vears. Applications can be obtained from the main office of the Health
and Physical Education Dept. or from Dr. Huber's office (Room 103) in
Kelly Gymnasium. Positions are open for current Freshmen,
,Sophomores, and Juniors in Health and Physical Education, Special
Education, Early Childhood Education, Elementary Education
Secondary Education, Psychology, Sociology, Social Work:
Communication Arts and Sciences.
.

········AviiioRS;·NiGiii········..

·········'·~···········

···· ..··wRITiNG·cENiEii·········.. ·······.. ················ .......................................
!h~ ~riti~g C~nter

in ~axwell 238 offers the student an opportunity for
1n?IVlduahzed. mstruct1on..~n writing. Whatever the writing problem,
mmor or major, grammatIcal, mechanical, syntactical rhetorical or
stylistic, the Writing Center will do its best to help the st~dent diag~ose
the problem and develop an instructional program designed to remedy it.
The extent of a student's time commitment is flexible; participation is
volu~tary. The Writing Center will be staffed during the following hours:
Monday, 9 a~m. to noon: Prof.. Angell; noon to 3 p.m. Prof. McGinnis;
Tuesday, 10:30 a.~. to noon: Prof. Nickerson; 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.:
·Prof. Angell; Wednesday, noon t03 p.m.: Profs. McGinnis and Donnelly;
Thursday, 10:30 a.m. to noon: Prof. Nickerson; and Friday, 9.a.m. to
noon: Prof. Angell.

.........,..,....................,.. ,...;..

Friends'of Bridgewater Public Library will present Authors' Night, April
17 at 8 p. m. Authors Don Mitchell·· The Souls of Lambs, Jim Scroggs··
Letting Louz In, and Martin W. Sandler·· The Story of American
Photography, will be at the Bridgewater Public Library. There is no
admission charge and all are welcome. We hope to see you there!

········s·PRiNG/suMMER·HANDi"Klns.. voi"iiNTEERs·········· ........
t:!andi Kids is seeking volul"lteer to assist with its Spring and Summer
Recr~~tion Programs for persons with physically or mentally disabling
condItions. Programs which are planned and executed to meet the
socia~, physical and emotional needs of disabled persons include:
creatIve and domestic arts, physiCal recreation, environmental
exploration, camping, socials, and special events. Handi Kids will
provide you with opportunities to get involved in creative, worthwhile
programs and activities while providing a much needed service. Persons
interested in volunteering time throughout the Spring and/or Summer
should contact Richard Gaddes, c/o Handi Kids 470 Pine Street
Bridgewater, Mass., 697·7557 or 963-0472.'
,

·······ii"BRARy·sEiENCE·CLUB·MEETij,iG···.. ············· ......................
There will be a meeting of the Library Science Club on Tuesday, April 17
at 11:00 a.m. in the Julia C. Carter Room (L-209). Elections of new club
officers will take place. All are welcome!

YOUR

joB·iNtERVjEW~·~BE"liREPAiiED

.. ························ .. ·...

Schedule fo'r Interview Workshops (WeeK ll} sponsored by the Career
Exploration Center is as follows: Tuesday, April 17·· The Interview
Game; Wednesday, April 18·- Handling Stress in the Interview;
Thursday, April 19·· Effective Interviewing: How to Use the Interview to
Your Advantage; Friday, April 20·· Rehearsing for the Job Interview. The
secret of successful interviewing is a sound presentation and a good
presentation requires preparation. Applicants must be prepared to offer
and support reasons why they should be hired. The Career Exploration
cel!ter, through .its Job Interv.iew Workshops, will help students learn
abQu; the i~f#~ie~~prof~and how it can be used to their aq,vantage .."
..... LdA:~~~,:~i.!L;~",:.~~;t~.if... ;.,$!.... --~'r,.1"l.'!i"P.$;~~. .J.! •••••• ~-!1>~~ ••.•¥;;t ..""...;"'.~~J'I-;;.:~;. ..fii\,..
On Tuesday, April 17, at 11:00 OASIS will hold its annual ejection of
officers in the Student Union Seminar Room. Any interested students
are, invited to attend.

... ·EQUES·TiliAN·CLUB·········:··························
The BSC Equestrian Club is looking for new members. If interested,
,check bulletin board of the Student Union for meeting notices or see Ann
in Pope Hall, Rm. 223.

········"BL·oODMoliiii·C-oMiNG··························...................................
The Bloodmobile is coming on April 25 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom. $25.00 goes to the class with the highest number of donors!!
Sign up next week.

········scEE·;,I·i·ovE··yoiJ;;·i3ii·Ts··················......................................
The Student" Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC) will be selling '1
Love You" gift items again through April 13 in front of the bookstore.
Also, everyone who ordered mugs can pick them up then. Anyone
interested in joining SCEC are welcome and we always need help! Look
for our p()sters~nt:1~uncing general meetings. We need you!

········B$C·STAGE-aAiiri·;·································......:~':.::~;:. :'. ,':.:..:~~.- ........:....
,The SSC Stageband rehearses each Monday and Wednesday'in Room
UG4 of the Student Union at 4:30 p.m. The band·recei\7.edmany,
compliments on its performance in the WJAR-TV Cerebral Palsy
Telethon and was even recalled to the stage for an encore in that
telecast. Several perfomance dates are lined up for the coming months.
Anyone interested injoining the group should come to any rehearsal
ready to sit in and play.
.................... _ ......
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SUMMER JOBS
Lookit:lg for a summer job?? Information on a number of positions
including camp counseling, summer theatre and hotel work have been
posted by the Office of Student Life outside the President's Office in
Boyden Hall.

········LEARN·io·iijVE································..............................................
Join us in our search to understand a bit. God, Ourselv~s, and Life, in the
Worship Workshop, SSC Union, Room 207, Wednesdays, 3:30 p.m.
with the Christian Fellowship.

········CAMp·C"OVNSEUNG·SEi\iii,iAR·······················..........................

········19·79··WHAu..wATcii·Tiijps.. ················.. ···..·..............................

,..

The whale watch trips are now open to all Bridgwater State College.
facuity, students, and staff. There are three trip!!; this year. May 10,22,
and 29. All trips depart Provincetown at 10:30 a.m. Cost per person-~
$6.00. I would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the
;:onf~si.9T\. 9f .l~~t y.ear;. A~pitiQnal information is posted outside Room
114 of th.e SpienceBuilding.or can. be obtained by calling me or Mrs .
DeVince.ntis. Last ·year's .fffpswere verysUc'ce'$sflrl;' \'(I'rth 'good Sig}ffip9S·
of both fin backs and humpbacks. { hope this year's trips are even more
so. When you sign up please indicate whether you can take riders to
Provincetown and please give a phone number where you can be
reached. Any question, contact Dr. Jahoda·- Biology Dept., ext. 317.

···· ....l cj7'9·"Miiic·coNFERENci··· .. ····· ..·······..···· .. ····.........,..................
All students and alumni who are interested in being interviewed at
Boston College, Chestnut Hill between April 25-27 for teaching positions
in the United States ~eyond New England will wish to consider planning
to be present at the FIfth Annual Interviewing Conference sponsored by
the Massachusetts Education Recruiting Consortium of which
Bridgewater State College is a member. Necessary Registration Form
and Guidelines for participants will be available at the Teacher
Preperation and Placement Office, Library, Room 317, from. April 9.
Each participant must complete an official registration form, wear a
MERe identification tag, have sufficient resumes so as to give one
interviewer and be prepared for a two day commitment (registration on
Wednesday, April 25, and a second day for interviewing). Professor
Arthur F. Baker will be at Rooms 205· 7 in the Student Union at 11:00 a. m.
on Wednesday, April 11 to provide further details and to. review
procedures with interested available students.
·····'·'"iiiiiJjGEWATEi~pvBi1c'"iiBRARY··········

.. ······ .. ·····..................

Brighten up your walls by borrowing a new art reproduction from the
Bridgewater' <Public ,-Lim-arY. Nearly 30 framed prints from the
)mp'x~ssionist peri9d up to the modern abstract expressionist period ate'
available for loan. Artists represented include Vincent Van Gogh, Raoul
lDufy,Jackson Pollock, Henri Matiss~. Paul Kle~. Paul Cezanofl..J:1.1J'xlPr
)& Ives, and pthers~. These art reproductions may be borrowed for a 6
week period. Of interest to library patrons with vision problems will be
our recent subscription
the New York Large Type Weekly. This
newspaper provides the reader with the news of the week in review and
al~o contains the Sunday New York Times crossword puzzle in iarge
prmt.

to

··········ciijWNiNG..AROVND····················::......·.....................................
. Are you always clowning around? Well anyone in P.E.462 can feel
nght at home at the party for the clowns on April 17, at 12:00 in the large
gym. '-Y'J~ar your comfortable clothes and be prepared for a: ifwild and
crazy time. See you there!

·,······MisM·······,·.. ································.........................................................
The Middle Inlome -Student As~istanG~ A~t, ~ignfl4 fntQ fruy' py

On Tuesday, April 24th at 7:30 p.m., Mr. Steve Clay and Mr. Gen Gay
will be on campus to conduct a Camp Counseling Seminar,cQvering
. President Carter on. November 1: 1978, wil~ ha~e positive results/or
.such topics as the role of. the camp cOl:lnse,lor. types Qf p~Ogram~; the
many BS~ .students In ~ 9?9·80. ThiS 1?W pr?\vldes Increased eligibility for
purpose of camping, and the qualifications of a good counselor:They will ... , many famllzes under eXlstmg federal fInancIal aid programs administered
conclude with current job opportunities with the camps serving t h e · atBSC Students should apply now for 1979-80 for all programs 'of
Brockton area. The seminar will be held in the Green Room in the
financial assistance. The deadline is April 15, 1979, so visit the Financial
Student Union Building. Everyone is. invited and encouraged to attend.
Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall now to insure consideration for aid for the·
;·······PAiiijo"is·DAY·MARATi-iOj~j··

.. ··· .. ········ .... ·······...................,.....

The annual Patriots Day. Marathon sponsored by the Political
Science Club '
.
The annual Patriots Day Marathonsposonsored by the Political Science
Club will be held Tuesday, April 17. All interested in running in the
marathon .are urged to sign up in the Student Union across from the
IBookstore from Thursday, April 5th until Thursday, April 12. Charge to
run is 50¢.
. .

Freshmen
to Declare
Majors
1. Department meetings will be held
for the purpose of Declarartion of
Major on Thursday. April 19th at
11:00 a.m, The assigned meeting
rooms for each department are
appended to this notice.
2. Students who wish to change
their current area of interest must
secure their Declaration of Major
Form from the office of the
Coordinator of Academic Advising,
Dr. Haughey, be/ore April 18, 1979
at 5 p.m. They must bring this form
to the department meeting of their
choice where instructions will be
given on the completion of the form.
3.Students who wish to remain in
their area of interest will recieve
their forms at the department
,meetings. Instruction will be given
on the completion of the form at the
meeting.
4.Students who are interested in
Early Childhood, Elementary
Education, and Special Education
will complete this process but
formal acceptance into the major
cannot be completed until such
students are accepted into the
Teacher Preparation Program,
usually in the second semester of
their sophomore year,
5. Physical Education Majors
interested in the Teacher
Preparation Program usually apply
for that program in their
Sophomore Year.
6.Those students who wish to
remain as undeclared majors may
do so and should attend the meeting
for undeclared majors.
7.Tho$~ studl;!nts who do.not attend
the department. meeting Oh 'April
19th may not complete their Pre·
Registration until they complete the
PN~e$.s•. '
ALL FRESHMEN MUST ATTEND!
ROOM ASSIGNMENTS
Anthropology .... , ....... L·l04
Art ........................ A·9
Biology . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . ... S·224
Chemistry ............... S·334
Corom. Arts. & Sci. . . . . .. O·Aud
Early Child. Educ. . ....... L·I03
Earth Science ............ S·304
Elementary Educ .......... L·I02
English ................... B-22
French ................... B-20
Chemistry-G eology . S·334 or 304:
Geography, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S·304
History .................. ; B·36
. Math. & Compo Sci. ...... S·206
PhiL & ReI. Stud........... B-25
Health & Phys; Ed. . ...... S-Lec
Physics .................. S-108
Political Science ........... B-29
Psychology.. .. . . . . . . . . ... L·212
Sociology ...... _......... L-104
Spanish ......... ~ . , . . . . . . .. B·20
Special Education ........ U·DEM
Social Work. . .. .. . .. . . ... L-204
Undeclared ..... ,......... B-27

91.5 Jm
W
B

fall.

········siNii5iis..io·sTAii·I;:j"Muiii~MEDIA··sHOW··········· ...........
Seniors, you are the stars of your own multi· media slide show! See
Y0l!rself and your friends at the Quincy Marketplace on April 17 , 1979.
EnJOY the show and the party. Don't worry, we have bus rides. $2.50 for
sen~ors; $3.00 for underclassmen. Or, if you take the bus, $4.00 for
semors, and $4.50 for underclassmen.
.: ,
'.

The
Best
in
Music.

The
Music.
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IAnnouncements I
THE HENRY F. WERNER SCHOLARSHIP
Donated by: The Bridgewater State College Police Association
The Henry F. Werner Scholarship, in the amount of $100. 00 will be given
to one student requiring financial aid to finish his/her education.
Al! students presently enrolled at Bridgewater State College as
freshmen, sophomores or juniors are eligible to compete.
Applications may be obtained at the Campus Police Station or the
Student Life Office.
All applications must be returned to the Campus Police Station by April
13, 1979.

FILE FOR SEPTEMBER MONEY
Students interested in applying for Financial Aid monies for next Fall are
reminded to file now for the 1979-80 year. Applications for all programs
are available in the Financial Aid Office, which is now located in
Tillinghast Hall on the first floor. Students that are currently receiving
financial assistance are reminded that it is necessary to reapply each year
for eligibility for all programs, including Basic Grants, Supplemental
Grants, Mass. Board Scholarship, National Direct Loans, and College
Work Study jobs.
Deadlines are most important for consideration for Financial Aid for next
year. The first deadline was February 15,1979 for students interested in
applying for the Mass. Board Scholarship Program for the first time.
Renewal candidates for a Mass. Board Scholarship have until April 1,
1979 to reapply. In addition, the deadline for Bridgewater State College's
programs is April 15, 1979, The SSC campus based programs include
Supplemental Grants (S£OG), National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)
and the College Work Study Program (CWS). Deadlines are important
for first consideration and to insure that students will receive notification
about awards prior to their returning to school in the Fall. Applications
are accepted after the deadlines and are welcomed at any time during the
year, but the availability of funds for eligible students is not guaranteed.
Aside from federal and state assistance programs, the Financial Aid
Office has information regarding guaranteed or HELP loans and
numerous scholarships that are awarded by organizations within the
college itself. Now is the time to visit the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast
Hall to begin planning for financial help for next year.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO HELP HANDICAPPED
The National Association of Sports for Cerebral Palsey announces that
on May 12th and May 13th, at Springfield College, the Northeast
Regional Games for the Cerebral Palsey and Multidisabled Athletes.
Volunteers are needed to assist the athletes in all areas for the two days.
For more information please call or write:
Timothy J. McCarron, Director
Garden City Activity Center
295 California Street
Newton, Mass. 02158
(617) 965-3389
HISTORY CLUB
WOULD YOU UKE TO GO.TO PHILADELPHIA?
, T.he;reare stil13places(2 males; !female) available for those interested
in going to Philadelphia. For the minimal cost $28.50 you can go for the
week-end of April 27, 28, 29th. For more information contact Liz rm 208
Shea or Maureen apt. 697-6025.

NECESSITY OF ID
Anyone without a Mass. Driver's License should go to the Registry
and get an 10 card. This applies to foreign and out-of-state students, too.
This card or a Mass State License will be needed for entrance into the

Rat.
MEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
#fATTENTION"
'-All recipients of varsity award. Jackets "must" be fitted during the
following times:
Tuesday, April 17th at 11:00-12:00 & Thursday April 19th 11:00-12:00.
Fittings will take place in the Kelly Gym Lobby. Any problems -contact
Dan Carr, Doug Mildram, or Mike Brennan in Scott Hall.

WITHDRA WAL DA TE
The last date to officially withdraw from any Spring Semester courses
is April 23, 1979.

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
The deadline for applying for the summer College Work-Study Program
is April 15. There are many excellent opportunities for eligible students in
positions related to their major field of study. A partial list of participating
agencies and· positions follows. .
Public Defenders Office. Washington,- D.C.: investigative intern, Boys'
Athletic League, New York: camp counselors, American Red ,Cross
'Blood Services, Brockton: Blood Drive Coordinator, Camp Cowemoke,
Cambridge: Arts and Crafts Specialist, counselors, Oqunquit, Maine,
Village Corp.: summer police, recreation, lifeguards,park maintenance,
day camp supervisor, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole:
variety of positions,Children's Hospital Medical Center, Boston,
Transportation Systems Center, U.S.D.F., Cambridge: computer
trainee, Wrentham State School: patient care, Handi-Kids,Inc.,
Bridgewater: camp counselor.
This is only a partial listing, For information on these and other workstudy positions contact the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall.
OFFERING SCHOLARSHIP TO COLLEGE JUNIORS
The Publicity Club of Boston is offering two $500 scholarships to college
Juniors planning a career in corporate or public communications.Organized in 1948, the Publicity Club of Boston has over 250 members
and is affiliated with clubs in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, San
Diego and San Francisco. Each year the Boston Club· awards
scholarships to deserving, students. from Boston area colleges and
universities. Awards criteria .include the requirement thatcandidatesare
'college Juniors with communications; Erlglish 'or liberal arts major,
planning a career in the communications field such as public relations or
publicity. Candidates must demonstrate a financial need and the money
must be used to help defray educational expenses. Great weight will
given to co-curricula activities that reflect ability for self-expression. If a
candidate is selected as a finalist, the student will be interviewed
personally by the scholarship committee in Boston in· late April.
Scholarships will be awarded on May 16. Each candidate must complete
an application form signed by the faculty advisor. Forms may be
obtai l1 €dfrom the .English department head or form the.financialaid
offlceof the university. Entry deadline is April 9.
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AAMEETING
AA meeting at the Catholic Center every Mon. night at 8:30. This is an
open meeting. The public and all interested are invited. If alcohol is a
problem in your life, Alcoholic Anon. is here to help. For more
information, contact Fr. MacNamara at the Catholic Center, ext. 555.

FOLK AND BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL
Folk and Bluegrass Musicians! The Middlebury College Activities Board
is sponsoring its Fifth Annual Folk and Bluegrass Festival and
Competition on April 27 and 28,1979. All folk and/or bluegrass musicians
are welcome, but the contest will be limited to the first 30 performers to
apply. There will be $600 in prizes awarded. Deadline for applications is
,April 15th. For complete information concerning the Festival and for'
application forms, write to: Folk and Bluegrass Festival, Box C2540,
Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont 05753.
AFRO-AM SOCIETY
Afro-Am Society presents Nikki Giovanni "Princess of Black Poetry" on
Friday April 13,1979 at 7:30p.m. in the S.u. Auditorium. Tickets are
$1.50 wilD. $2.50 public
Tickets for this event are on sale this week in front of the Bookstore.

'-'''-''1979'cOLLEGi-WORK''siijjjy==siiMMER'PROGRAM
The Financial Aid Office announces that there are several opportunities
available for qualified students to participate in the 1979 Summer College
Work Study Program.
Interested students can determine eligibility for the Summer College
Work Study Program by completing the College Scholarship Services
Financial Aid Form available in the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast
Hall.
The Financial Aid Office has job listings available in recreation, camps,
social work agencies, hospitals or students may· arrange their own
employment with eligible government or non-profit agencies.
Contact the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall for details, ext. 257.
••
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NOMINATIONS
The Women's Center is alive and well! Nominations for officers to be
held for the Action Center for women, on Thursday April 12th at 11:00
a.m., across from the Rathskellar.
'
Elections to be held Tuesday, April 24th, at 11:00a.m., in the Women's
Center across from the Rat.
All Welcome.

RACking Them Up:

Food Issue
Not Dead

•

IS

Nuclear
Energy
Program
(Cant. from p.l)
counCIl of Churches and
Mobilization for Survival. Live folk
music will be provided throughout
the' evening, featuring Mark, Meike
and Wick, .Jim Palana, and Jim
Monohan. Also speaking will be
William Abbott, Esq., member of
the Plymouth County Nuclear
Information Center. Mr. Abbott is
currently testifying against the
licensing of Pilgrim II at the
Massachusetts State House and
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
hearings. A spokesperson from the
Clamshell Alliance will be on hand
with up-to-date infromation on
current antinuclear activities. In
conjunction with the evening's
events, the student union c1osedcircuit televis:on screens will be
running curing the day a
documentary film on the incident at
Brown's Ferry. The film, shown at
10:00, 1:00, and 3:00, focuses on
that little-known nuclear power
accident in 1976. In the wake of the
horrifying "Harrisburg happening,
NUCLEAR ENERGY: THE
POWER PLAGUE offers a chance
to show interest and get involved in
the issue that threatens the stability
of the future of mankind. The show
is sponsored by the Christian
Fellowship, and the Anthropology
and Mathematics Clubs of 8.S.C.
The general public is invited an d
welcome.

Mean Gene?

(Cont. from p.2)
allows you to (as he allowed us). We
would also like to remind the
students reading this that Spare
Parts is NOT YOUR college TV
by Robert A. Cote
station.
Sincerely,
It's "beating 'a dead horse" time. This week the dead horse is the food
Karen D. DeWolf, Former Lighting
service .issue. I'd just like to throw my two cents in. I'm the off campus
.
Director
student who' was apologized to 'because I was,notaUowed 'to ,vote-{tne,-' . : tau r'l~(~ 'A:'.' 'S"l'hdd n'e, Form er
only way I even found out about the referendum: is because'.J· visitecba:r,I, ,.·,u.·:;~-~ ,",; r<::'ProductiohMiihager
dorm after supper-~not all off campus students visit dorms in the
.evening). While I would like to thank Ms. Macomber, chairman ofthe
Foi.xL~ervice Committee for her apology, it still does not right a wrong.
Even though the referendum was not a binding one, I recieved the
impression from the committee that they would follow the guidlines set
by the referendum, I asked Ms. Macomber on a separate occasion how
many non-resident students were on the Food Service Committee. Her
answer was that none were. The above are just two of the many
theinjustlt. done to the group of us who live off campus and who choose to
pur.chasc meal tickets. But enough about me. I would like to make a
few points about KDD's editorial of March 29 and Paula M, acombor
letter of April 5. 1. About the relative husky male holding down the
The Early Childhood Center Inc.
water fountdin: All KDD's asking is his function. Ms. Macombor
located in Tillinghast Hall at
explained that he fills the milk coolers, takes care of the breads and ice
Bridgewater State College,
cream, and deans up spills.. Perhaps he is busy but maybe insted of
Bridgewater Ma. will be opening up
leaning on the buntain he could be cleaning up the tables that certain
a summer program of nursery and
inconsiderate ,c'>eds make a mess of. This would save some time later on
day care for the first time. This
when the dining hall closes (I know evereyone should clean up after
program is for childr.en ages 2 years
themselves, but some don't). As for the important member of Food
9 months to 6 years of age and is
Service Committee being given the relatively easy job of attending the
limited to 16 children. The hours of
salad bar-- One has to admit it does look like a conflictof interest to
the program will be from 7:30-5:30.
paraphrase O.Glenn~Stahl: A conflict ofinterestis.that situation in which
The cost of the program is either
a public s~r\lant places self-interest above that of his constituants, or
$25.00 part time enrollment, or
. gives the app'earance of such. Enough said! But I do raise the question:
$35.00 full time enrollent.
why is a food' service· committee member better than someone else to
Applications for this program close
tend to the salad bar (Third paragraph of the letter on page four),
on June 1st. For more information
About the quality of the food: I won't bother with that point. Everyone
please contact: Mr. James Perry-knows about the food but it seems no one cares to change it. I would
697-8321 Ext- 406
like to. make one last point regarding another letter written by TMA. I
kn~w what it is like to work for a food service at less than minimum wage
but if I felt that my labor was worth more than I was paid, I would, as
difficult as it is, try to lind a better job. I trust that this column may have
"herped to smooth things out and perhaps have given a few people a
better understanding of what KDD's--Editorial was about-- fair questions
about casual observations. There are a couple of things about the food
service.... while they may be hardworking and underpaid that is no
The SCEC is sponsoring a Dance
excuse for unpoIiteness. Ed Gorman has been most helpful with the
Marathon with WBOS, Boston's
ironing out of a few details in the past and regarding present problems.
Disco Dance Station, Friday April
Speciai thanks to the cook onFriaay -the 30th o{iVfarch whose heip was
20th in the Ballroom from 12 noon to
greatly appreCiated. By the way, this is the lastyou1! ever read in this,
12 midnite., Refreshments and
column about the food in Tilly.
Prizes galore!
If interested, look for Pledge
sheets in the Student Union and in
the library. Even if you don't join in
The Alumni Telethonis doing very We1f:Wednesday
on the Marathon, you can come up
',. t~ the,~ 13allroom, a l1d Jqra small
l:Jjgh~: the.y.e.~1?~9~ecl.tp.e?<c~~~~;.$,g,P,9Q~i ;J:heyh~v:e:,
'cqnttibutionyou ;:can' dance the
ahnost reached their'quaffer maiK ot$rO'~OOo~
night away with WBOS and SCEC!
AU proceeds to benefit the United
The telethon will continue untilMay 2. Anyone who
Cerebral Palsey Foundation.
wishes to volunteer to help out during the days or

Early
·ChilClhood
Summer
Program

SCEC
Dance
Marathon

.,.

evenings can contact Martha Jones, Associate Dean
6fStudents, at the Office of Student Life. Theti goal is
to·reach $40,000.
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CODlmentary

Women's Week Coming

[Commentary is an opinion column open to aU members of the
college community. Opinions expressed in this column are not
necessarily held by The Comment. Also, The Comment is not
responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material
published in this column.--Ed.]

by Patricia M. Gesner
Many of the student organiza J
tions on 'campus nave become
involved in setting up a Women's
Awareness Week, planned for May
1-3. This series of events is being
coordinated by Claire Scott,
Assistant for Program Development
in the Student Union. The theme for
the week is 'Women Growing."
by Kim Cleghorn
Included in the program will be
I would like to commend the students who are involved in the WBSC
production, Spare Parts. Last Wednesday, along with at least one day a
three days of events dealing with
women and health issues, women
week for the past semester, they made my day. I pressed the buttons 5·5·
oon the library Dial Acess system and was captivated by the program for
and self·awareness, and women and
careers. There will be movies, panel
almost a full 30 minutes. The clever introduction, amusing and
discussions and lectures, dealing
entertaining "news", and the informative and interesting sports report
with such varied subjects as
flowed together to make a really professional television production.
It is really good to see what Director Gene Manning has done, along
nutrition, changing life styles,
sexuality, violence. assertiveness,
with the devoted and hard working crew. Jim Parr has added humor and
variety to the program in a way that I have never seen at BSC. I actually
career decisions, and self-defense.
laughed out loud each time I saw the program (once wasn't enough).
The three day schedule includes
the following highlights: on
The best part of the whole affair is that everyone is entitled to
Tuesday, May 1st, at 11:00 in the
participate(especially TV and radio minors)who is interested to come
Rathskellar, Ann Kirchheimer of the
and see him or Joe McDonald at WBIM or the Comment office and find
Boston Globe will speak on
out when and where they may participate. This week I decided to take
'Women and Changing Lifestyles."
him up on his offer, and in doing so I had. an experience that would be
This will be followed by a luncheon,
excellent for all students on this campus to have. I met talented actors
also in the Rat, featuring health
and actresses, people I knew(I didn't know Karen Tobin could act, or
foods. Then, on Tuesday evening,
that Mike Bezoenik could either,) and people I hadn't met before. The
the Student Union Program
day I sat in the studio, next year's SGA President (Mike Robertson) was
Committee will sponsor a, program
filming a skit with a Senator(Joe Downey). Joe McDonald was in charge
of women entertainers in the Rat.
of the audio, Gene was beside him calling camera photo, cuts and takes,
. On Wednesday, May 2nd, at
and Dave Munroe was doing something with a machine that flashes
11:00, there will be a panel
words on the screen. Multi-talented~ Jim Parr was on \e camera, along·
discussion by some of the members
with another interested student, Glen Hathaway along with many
of the psychology and sociology
others. They dedicate many hours to the show, and the productions
departments, on 'Women and
have made that fact. obvious.
Violence." The panel will include
WBSC Spare Parts is innovative, entertaining, and informative, and I
Professor William Levin, Prof.
advise every member of BSC community to press 5-5-0 in the library at
Andrew Plotkin, Prof. Janet Stubbs,
least once a week.
Prof. Susan Todd, and Carolyn
Chase. At 1:00, several members of
the Gay Speakers' Bureau will be in
L304, to lecture about homosexual- i
ity, from both the male and female;
by Karen Tobin
point of view. At 2:00, the BSC '
I'd like to discuss the recent smear campaign leveled at Gene Manning
Women's Center will sponsor a talk·
and Spare Parts. I've chosen to write a Commentary rather than an
on "SelfDef~nseandRape Issues,"
, ,E,ditorial ,b~c,Qu_$~~membe.rs of.tl;le Conmtent.Staff:&r.ejlwGlved.i~.thi5~
·'g~~~n py.~ rn~~rrj~r~:· 9f' !h.~ Brockton
c,ampaign,so such 'an Editorial would':neti . J:.:)e,'"a·'true ,staternenf.of
Mult-Service Center. In the evening,
Comment policy.
there will be a reception from 6:30 to
The students involved in this rather petty campaign seem to have
9:00 in the Student Union Art
decided that normal methods of' carrying out a complaint are not good
Gallery for "'Women Exhibiting in
enough for them.
Boston," sponsored by the SU
First, they decided to hold a production meeting behind the back of
Program Committee. Also, there
the Director, Gene Manning. Their reasoning was that Manning had
will be open house in the art gallery
refused to have· such a meeting. The truth of the matter is that previous
all week, featuring painting,
attempts at such meetings had failed due to lack of attendence, 50 the
sculpture,
and photography by
idea was abandoned.
women artists.
Secondly, they wrote a Letter to the Editor outlining their grievances.
Finally, on Thursday, May 3rdj at
Unfortunately, most of their claims were didstorted, twisted or out of
10:00, OASIS will sponsor a
context.
discussion on 'Women Returning to
The most recent action was to deface or remove· Spare Parts posters
School." This will be followed at
Magic Markers were used for the defacement, but perhaps Crayons
11:00 by a panel on "Women and
would have been more appropriate.
Careers," in the Rathskellar. At'
If these people have valid grievances, they could pursue them through
2:30, Helen Williams of the
the prescribed courses. However, their immature, irresponsible
Massasoit Women's Center will
behavior implies that perhaps their grievances cQuId not be supported.
discuss 'Women in Law and
That any, college students could resort to such childish methods to
Business." The schedule of events
display iheir personal disappointment and grievances is a source of
will end up with a concert given at
amazement to. me and others.,
7:00 by women artists, intheFormal
Gene Manning.is not the only student on campus whose job forces him
Dining Room of the Student Union.
to make ·final decisiqns on various issues.· In any'organization in which
These cavents are planned to .give
the finished product will be presented to the campus, there has to be
everyone at BSC greater awareness
someone with the responsibility to see that things get done on time and .
of the changes that are occurring in
done right. Of course, other members of the organization have their
the lives of both men and women
opportunities to contribute in the decision making process, but someone
today.
Hopefully, these events will
must have final authority. At WBIM, Robin Pearl has the authority. Here
he as pertinent and interesting t6
at the Comment, the authority is mine. An organization without a final
the men on campus as they are to
authority would be chaotic, and anyone who watches the final product of .
the women. The role of men in a
Spare Parts can sp,e that the result of Gene Manning's management is
society changes as its women i
anything but chaos.
change, and this program is
"Ditto."--Managing .Editor, Michael S. Bezoenik
designed to help both men and
"Ditto." Jim Parr--SpareParts Multi-Talent and Nude Lighting Director.
women deal with these changes.
"Ditto." David Munroe--Spare Parts, Talent and Crewmember.

Commends WBSC Students
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Criticizes Smear Campaign
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CATHOLIC CENTER

S{)JOURN

1978

THE 19,78 B.S.C.
YEARBOOK?
copies are still available

$5. 00 Each

.Holy Thursday Mass of the Lord' ~ Supper 7:00
pm.
'at the SGA office
Adoration oftheBless:edSacramellt 8:~5ave· you ordered· you'r
10:00 pm
1979 BSC .YEARBOOK
Good Friday Celebration of the Lord's et? Order forms are
Passion 3:00 pm·
h b ·,1 ·
Holy Saturday Easter Vigil 8:00 pm
,available o,,! t e... u etln
Easter Sunday Masses 9:00,10:00 am ,7:00 pm I. o!!rd o~ts.de ,tbe~GA
L..____________________________ ~ ___________________ ~o Ice In the Union.
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Spring
. April 12

April 18

Booze Cruise
Class of 1981

Gong Show
Alpha Upsilon
Sorority
.7-11 pm
·75¢
Ballroom

$5.00 .
ApriI17~.

Pafr'iot's '. . Day
Marathon . . . .
Poli. Sci. Club
11 am
50¢
.. . . . . . . . . ., .,
.Senior Slide'
", Sh
· ·..·····ow
....
Class of 1979
• $2.50--seniors
$3.00--underclasslfien
$1.50--bus· .

.

"~

.

ro'lo

'f:.'",.

Quincy Market

April 19

'

Estes Bros.
W.R.A.
8-11 pm
$2.00 (Tickets
will be sold in
front. of the
. Bookstore)
Ballroom
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1979

eek
April 20
Spring Ball
. Class of 1980

· is:ooicouple ·
Christo's II,
Brockton.

April 21
Spring Day
-Bike Race
-Egg Toss
-3-Legged
. Race
-Pie Eatirig .
Contest
••••••••••••
-Night Club'
with The
. Shittons
$2.00

SU ballroom.

April 22
Parents Day
-Catholic
Center Mass
-Sherry Hour
-Dorm Open·
House
-Photo
Contest
-.BFunch··
Buffet - in the
Commuter
Cafeteria·
-Red Sox
Baseball Trip

,"''1
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Rock at 25%:
February

The Mother Box:

Videovoyerism:
Part One
by Bob Buckley
Before your very eyes two polarizations:
He's casually slumped in a terrace chair, overlooking what seems to be
the Riviera. He's good-looking in that surly cinema verite attitude, hair
longish, eyes smouldering. His clothes are midway between Errol Flynn
and. Bobby Sherman, shirt open to midchest. A girl who could not
possibly be filmed in anything but soft focus lounges against the railing of
the terrace_ Her eyes seem misted with adoration; yet faintly discernable
in the lovely contours of her face can be seen the mark of the innocent,
the professional victim. She watches him without speaking.
He turns to us languidly. '1 know what girls need. he says. "They don't
need fake eyelashes and brassieres and all that stuff. What girls need is a
little love."
Who could doubt him?" Is he not the epitome of caddish selfassurance? Is he not stylish, indolent, surfeited with the unasked-for
treasures of the world? Is he not what each of us with our muzzy
morning-breath and razor nicks would wish to be?
Then--and get this, because it's the key to getting it on with
unattainable women·-he hauls the girl by the waistband of her siacks. She
comes. Jack, she just comes. She doesn't linger, she moves it.
The sun in the background seems to flake more brightly. The nova of
passiort is approaching. The lord and chattel in the good land. I will go
and eat out my heart for that creature of quicksilver movement and holy
. flesh.
But she's his. Always was, before either of them were born, until the
last tick of eternity. His name is engraved in musk and platinum threads
on the doe-soft inner thigh of her amazing right leg.
.
It is wise to know when one cannot compete with the gods. And ...
She comes striding out of the darkness. She is Bill Blass accoutered in
free-swinging ~legance. Her stride is as the ibex--sure, graceful,
drenched in and imbued with strengths of feminity and purpose.
She steps into close-up and whirls off her Australian bush hat with the
diamond pin clasping up one side of tthe brim. She spins it away and
tosses her leonine mass of hair in defiance. She is her own woman: she is
the New Woman. She has empathy, but determination. She-has
gentleness, but cunning. She has love, but on her own terms. She is no
man's plaything.
She begins to unpeel her cigarettes and· stares at me with an early
If

Vfarnillg ()f c~T"palitY!<f\Dd~ns~~ i;1,WOl"en~:~hatd~~me t,() provelha~l
aftfman: ertbugh toc6iTlp~e Witnfler.lfl think lca"ri'whip one of my 1940
maJe chauvinisms on her I am sadly mistaken.
. .
What hath god wrought? And where do I go to say thank you?
This will be a study of sex on television. What's that I hear you
mumble? There is no sex on television? Situation comedies are as lusty
as Priapus' birthday in a eunuch's dormitory? And who would want to
make it with Lucille Ball anyway? My friends, thou hath been seeing
blindly. Ye have been led to the Land of Joy and have wandered witless at
the periphery. Watch the tube in a new way this week. We11 take it from
here next time.

Calendar
Outside Bridgewater/Brockton
Current--Death 0/ a Salesman will be at Trinity Square Repertory
Company in the upstairs theatre until May 6. Tickets are on sale at the
theatre box office, 201 Washington Street, Providence, R.I. For ticket
reservations and further information, call the box office at (401) 351~
4242.
Current~-A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen will be at the New England
Repertory Theatre in Worcester until May 6. Performances are
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at 8:00 p.m., and Sundays at 2:00
p.m. The New England Repertory Theatre is located at the corner of
Oxford and Chatham Streets in the historic Crown Hill district near
downtown Worcester. Tickets are $3.50-$5.00. For more information,
caU (617) 798-8685_
Current·~Dracula will be at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston
Street, Boston through May 13. Performances are Tuesday through
Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday and Saturday matinees at
2:00 p.m., and Sunday matinees at3:oo p.m.
Current--Color/ul three-piece SIlk and velvet suits and feathered tricornered hats are but. a few of the highlights in the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts' superb exhibition The Well-Dressed 18th Century Man
until September 2nd. For more information, please call Shawn McGivern
or Mollie Bell at 267-9300, ext. 445 or 446.
April 17~june 3~:tewis W. Hine, 1874-1940: Photographer of
the Hllma.n. Condition. an exhibition of 220 oriqinal ohotoqrao.hs bv the
great Amertc.an documelltary photograph~r, will be on view at the
Museum of FlOe Arts, Boston. For further information or photographs.
.
please call 267-9300, ext. 445.

Bridgewater/Brockton
April!7, 18~-The Prince Doesn't Carry a Card, a studio will be
performed in Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyden HalL The times for
April 17th are 11:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. and April 18th at· 8:00 p.m.
Admission is FREE.
April 18··Sarah Cald~ell's production of Falstaff will be presented '
by Opera, New England of Greater Brockton at the Brockton High
School FlOe Arts Theatre/Auditorium. Bridgewater State College
students may purchase tickets from Dr. IanJohostone of the Music
Department at the special student price of $3.00. Or. Johnstone rpay be
reached· in ·his·office onn the ,ground· floor· of Tilly. or by calling.ext. 365.

by Joe McDonald
February started off with
numerous musical surprises. The
first of these was a revelation about
a new film entitled Americathon.
The film is about a telethon held in
1998 to save the United States from
. falling into the hands of a tycoon
who holds the mortgage on the
country. What has this to do with
rock and roll, you ask? The film
stars Elvis Costello as a singing
bandleader and Meatloaf as a
strongman who destroys a car on
the telethon. Also starring is Zane
Buzby (who played Jade East in Up
in Smoke) as a Vietnamese punk
rock star who sings Don't Ever Say
No to Me Yankee Garbage.
Elton John broke out of his selfimposed exile from touring as he
and percussionist Ray Cooper
began on a tour of Europe, Britain,
Russia, Poland, and· Israel. Chuck
Berry reportedly took his $7,500 fee
for a New Zealand concert and split,
leaving Bo Diddley to calm the

masses. The Eagles were putting the
finishing touches to their new album
It's Your World, How Do You Like
It?, and ABC hIt with a double dose
of nerve and gaul.
ABC first presented The Heroes
of Rock 'N' Roll in an attempt to
salute rock from its inception to
today. What it ended up as was a
quick series of badly edited and
often times boring footage of rock
greats. Perhaps the only memorable
piece of footage featured Bruce
Spririgsteen's 'plano:hoppirig, kneedropping version of Rosalita. The'
VIdeo coupe-de-grace was the T.V.
movie Elvis. That was so bad that
this writer won't even mention it.
There were very few important
new releases for the month with the
biggest one being the Bee Gees'
long-awaited Spirits Having Flown.
But the biggest surprise (and for
many a long-awaited one), Sid
Vicious, ex-bassist for the punk
rock band the Sex Pistols, finally
succeeded at committing suicide.

He was found dead of a drug
overdose on February 2, less than
twenty-four hours after he was
released from prison where he was
awaiting trial for the assault on Patti
Smith's brother, Todd. Vicious was
only twenty-one.
Locally, we temporarily lost a
pioneer FM-progressive radio
station when on February 16,
WBCN's staff went on strike. The
strike was triggered by the firing of
several "BeN" personalities
including news director Steve
Strick, analyst Danny Schecter and
new wave specialist Oedipus. The
New England rock 'n' roll
community supported the strikers
by turning out in force for benefit
films and concerts. The strike
continued into March~
Next time, a glimpse at the rock
and roll events of March; events that
made promises and hopefully will
show an interesting· preview of
things to come.

Is "The Syndrome" Real?
By Doug Schorr
China Syndrome is a movie that
anti· nuclear people have loved and
nuclear industry people have
despised. The nuclear people claim
that what happened in the film could
not happen in actual life while antinukes have claimed that it can.
In The China Synarome, a
crippled reactor in a nuclear plant in
San Francisco almost results in a
serious nuclear accident, which as
they say in the movie, . . would make
a hole as big in size as the state of
Pennsylvania" and affect many
others besides. (This line got huge
chuckles from the audience
because of the coincidence.)

Jane Fonda and Michael Douglas
playa beautiful TV reporter and her
bearded politics-conscious
cameraman, who happen to be
touring the plant when the accident
happens and get it on film. The
station decides to not run the film,
but our heroes keep working on
finding out what happened at the
plant and eventually present the
facts of the incident at the end of the
film. They do so with the. aid of the
plant manager J.ack Goodell,played
by Jack Lemmon, who tires of
.covering up . the- facts.'· aqqutth~
accident.
.
:.. .. ...
,~: '

performances which should rate
Academy Award Nominations for
next year. (The movie premiered
after the current year's nominations
were made.) Jane Fonda is
convincing as the female TV
reporter who the' station
management says, "was not hired
because of her reporting skills." She
is relegated to covering "soft news"
such as a birthday party for an
animal in a 2;00, but hungers for the
hard news assignments that the
station feels are not for women.
~9s:k,; L~l~"rron aI~p, gives a good
perforniance as the nuclear plant.
All of the acting is good but Fonda manager who is tired of his
and Lemmon give exceptional
(Cont. on p. 9)

Project 5 Wants Your Ideas
WCVB-TV, Channel 5 Boston, in
keeping with its commitment to
excellence in local programming
and in an effort to showcase New
England's outstanding writers, is
holding a New England-wide
teleplay competition to select a
script' to be produced for broadcast.
Writel·sare invited to submit their
origihal scripts to the competition,
Project 5. The winning writer will be
awarded a $5,000 prize and two
$1,000 prizef~ill be awarded to two
runn€!"s~up. It is intended that the
winning script will be aired as a one
hour special on WCVB-TV in·
1980.
GUIDELINES:
1. All scripts must be received no
later than midnight Friday, August
31.
2. The writer must be a legal
resident of one of the six New
England states three months prior
to submission of the script and if
requested prove such residency to
the satisfaction of WCVB-TV.
3. Professional or amateur writers
are· invited to submit scripts.
4. Upon acceptance of the award
all television rights in the script
submitted wiJI become the· pr,operty
of Boston Broadcasters Inc. The
one hour special, if produced, will be
copYwrited in the name of Boston
Broadcasters Inc".
S. Include a self-addressed
stamped. envelope so. that we cali
return your script. The script must
be accompanied. by a one-page
synopsis of the plot and a
description· of the setting and
characters.
6. The script should have a broad
audience apHeal, and can be any
type of drama, comedy, etc. It must
have never been produced on
television or any other visual media
nor d~es any other. t~ird party have
any rights toproduee·the :seript in"··
any visual media. It must feature no

more than five principal characters,
and must have a contemporary
setting that can be produced in New
England. Production requirements
should be reasonable.
7. The script can be in television
or theatrical form but it must include
action description, sets and
location. Television scripts are
usually written in a two column form
with all visual information being
contained tn the left-hand column
and all dialogue contained in the
right-hand column. This television
form is not. a: requirement for
submission. Scripts rarely contain
information about camera angles.
The one-hour script will be
approximately sixty pages, doublespaced.
8. Emplovees of WCV8· TV and

their im~ediate family members are
not eligible.
A selection committee made up'
of television and drama
professionals will judge all scripts on
the basis of their originality and
suitability for production as a onehour special. The winning script will
be announced no later than
February 20, 1980. While we do all
we can to insure the safe return of
the. scripts" w~ cannot be
responsible fat :scriptslost in the
mail.
Send two copies of the script and
the synopsis to: WCVB-TV,
Channel 5, Project 5, 5 T.V. Place,
Needham, MA 02192. For more
.information, call (617) 449-0400.
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Program Committee:

The Shittons Come to BSC

What are you doing on Saturday
April 21st? The S.U. Program
Committee would like to extend
their invitation to each and every
one of you to come to our "Greaser
Nightclub" featuring The Shittons.
Many people have seen this band
and will tell you how good they are. If
you like Happy Days, you'll love the
.Shittons. To help set the
atmosphere for the night, they come
dressed in some wild and crazy
costumes. See if you can come with
a different costume (maybe better
than theirs!). More details will be
given later in the S.U. Foyer. Look
for the posters.
This great event will only be $1.75
and will run from 8-12. If you're
going to the Spring Ball make a
weekend of it and spend your
Saturday night with the Shittons. It's
definitely an event you won't want to
pass by and if you don't go, you'll
regret it as people talk about their
good times. Don't miss your chance
to "grease down" and "boogie to the
oldie tunes." Tickets will be on sale
in the Info Booth next week starting
Apri117th.
See you there!

Seminar
on Death
The Student Union Program
Committee is pleased to present to
the campus and the community a
seminar on April 24, 1979, Death. .. A
Lesson for Living.
The objectives of the workshop
will be two-fold: 1.) To gain a better
. understanding of the fact of death
and 2.) to eliminate some of the fears
of death.

1-
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The workshop at Bridgewater will
include: an explanation of the stages
of death, including Dr. Kubler·
Ross's theory; process oflife review;
grief,before and after, including
factors that complicate death;
suicide and preventive measures;
how children develop their attitudes
toward death; how different
religions deal with death, both
Eastern and Western thought; and
discussion.
Mr. Warren F. Dahlen, Jr., M.S.,
O.T.R., will be the workshop
presenter. Currently, Mr. Dahlen is
the Director of Elderly Services at
Brockton Multi-Service Center. He
has had over ten years experience
working with the terminally ill, both
in rehabilitation and psychiatric
facilities. Courses and training
programs he has taught include
"Management of the Dying Patient,"
"Coping with Aging" and "Death
and Dying." Consultation work has
been done with agencies and
individuals and the Department of
Mental Health Training and
Education Council.
The Student Union Program
Committee invites you all to attend
on April 6, from 6-9:00p.m. in the
Bridgewater State College Student
Union Ballroom. For further
information, call 697-8321, ext. 303.
In addition, the Curriculum
Library (second floor of the Maxwell
Library) will display death education
resources April 23-27. The display
will consist of background readings
for teachers and others concerned
with this subject. Also included will
be fiction and non-fiction
appropriate for children and young
adults, grades K-12. A resource list
will be available free with the display.
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Every Wednesday between 6 and

, 10 p.m., you will be able to enjoy
everything at Pizza Hut in
Bridgewater for 1/2P'RICE! That's
; 50% off,with a college LD. (Must be
I 18 withdriver'$'licens~to purcha&'e
I

alcbhdlic"tibevetag'~s ),;,;:';<

?

Try our new Daily Buffet frorn
111:30 thru 1:30, All you can eat for
I ONLY $2.47 I!!
!

--Joni Dahlene-1st PLACE, PEOPLE

DRillS $1

DISCO;'DISCO·DISCO! !
MOIDAY tlllHT FEVER
Wi.h DIID ••d ... DISCI uam

CMIfnIIous InU$IC and danCInG II IIIgtIt long. DWI com..1Monday
- $1'5.01 flral prize - $lUG MCOnd prize.

TUESDAY thru SUIDAY

tla1fol.lp

211D WESTlllE IPPEIIIIICE
This group waa raved as .Ihe baat group that hit
Buffalo, New York.
I~~.I AforiI 1'~" eomIng. V... ""'" be II Y'NI'II or OW8r.

--Kathleen Haynes-·
1st PLACE, CREATIVE
ABSTRACT
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The Directors Company presents'

told by Francais Budryk; regional
folkdancing by the Polish Saturday
School of South Boston under the
direction of Regina Laskowski; a
short history of the· Poles in America
related by Dr. Lawrence Mish; and
musical selections by The Polish
Folksingers under the direction of
Zofia Stopa.
Many of the programs for this
celebration were coordinated by the
Polish Cultural Institute of New
England.
Free tickets for the May 5th
program will be available at the main
desk of the library beginning April
18th. Please obtain your tickets
before the program as seating
capacity is limited .
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China

College
Night
I

Congratulations to the winners of
the' Photography Contest. The
pictures are displayed in the S.U.
Art Gallery on the top floor of the
Union. The winners are:
-·Ron Sironen-1st PLACE, LANPSCAPE

-'

During this month, there will be a
display of handcrafted- articles and
clothing from Poland loaned by
Jessie Andruk and Constance
Zaverucha of Bridgewater. Also, a
series of exhibits arranged by the
New England Chapter of the
Kosciuszko Foundation will feature
photographs depicting scenes of
modern Poland, contemporary
Warsaw, the Royal Castle in
Cracow, and photographs of
paintings by Jan Matejko
highlighting moments of Polish
history.
The month's activities will
culminate in a Polish Celebration on
May 5th. Festivities will include an
illustrated story,:"Pan Twardowski"

IIY

Photo Contest

·,·t· ·,,·..

~

The Bridgewater Public Library
will honor the Polish-American
community in our area by
sponsoring a month of exhibits and
programs depicting the Polish
contributions to American social life
and customs.
On April 18th at 7:30 P.M., Stella
Krupka will present a slide-lecture
"Poland Lives On." Miss Krupka, a
native of Poland and a resident of
Randolph, will illustrate how the
people of Poland have struggled to
maintain their life-style, religion,
language, and customs under
Communism. She has travelled to
Poland many times, and is wellknown in this area for her programs.
to,the public.
This lecturei~. . free "

The Shittons will be in the S.u. Ballroom on April 21 from B p.m. to 12 _midnight.

Let Yours·el/Go to PIZZA HUT
341 BroadStreet;, Bridgewat~,~

(Cont. from p. 8)
{ompany's cover-up· and will give
Kimberly Wells (Fonda) the big
news story that will display her
reporting skills. Watch out for the
surprise ending, though.
No matter what your feelings are
on nuclear energy, after seeing this
movie you will have many questions
about the issue. The distinguishing
feature of this movie besides the
issue. that. it deals with, is that it
makes you think long after you have
seen the movie. And that alone, is
worth· the price of admission.

.

.. ...
Wanted:
Citlture
,..

As P.T. Barnum put it,
"Theres a sucker born every minute:'
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J "'e:,,', :='OJ!'Pony prel"nt\ k,,,' C·Nf!d; A. ~ete' tlugodno,'ch Production 'PAPER MOON'
:::'c.stcW,r'l9 Mddel,ne K:;lrw, "•.Ju/"'.r, rl,il~I'!1~n
Ir't!cdu,3'l9 Tdtdrr O'Ned,I"5 Addie' . ~"'"
S(,"C"P'd~ bv

Editor!

Sunday, April 22 at 6:30 p.m.
Monday April 23 cit 3:00p.m.
$.75 BSe $1.25 Public
Student Union Auditorium

Inquire in
The Comment
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Humor

I
\

Unf~r

I

TicketIng

by Jimbo Bradley
Hello i'm Jimbo Bradley, and you
are no'; reading the first in a series
of humorous looks at campus life
and life in general. Now, I don't want
to use this column as a forum for my
own personal problems, but an
incident that occured to me last
week cannot go withou mention.
I drive a 1972 Ford Pinto. Last
Sunday (April 8) I parked it legally at
the Hill. However, some drunken
fool rammed me from behind, exploding my faulty gas tank and
destroying the car.. As fate would
have it, the heat from the
explosion melted my parking
sticker. Knowing that I was now
illegally parked, I left a note ~here3
windshield used to be, and I would
get rid of the wreck in the morning.
The next morning I arrived with the
dump truck. To my shock and
surprise, I found a ticket tied to the
remaining piece of the door! It was
signed by Officer George. I don't
think Officer George was very nice.
I have several friends whose Pintos
also exploded, and they told me

!

!

I

they YJe!~ tick~t~d alS? 1.didn't as.!':
for anyone to make a barbecue out
of my little car. I just wanted a dump
truck to carry away the smoldering
debris. Officer George is a real bad
man, and I can now understand
why students started those rumours
about his wife and "son." He is a
schmuck, a barbarian, and a flaming
example of general yucchiness. He
is your basic twit.
So, Officer George. I curse you.
May the pus from a third degree
burn infest your reproductive
organ. I hope that your car explodes
into an unrecognizable pulp soon.
so that you can see my side.
There, I got it all out. I feel mw;::h
better now. I hope that my future
columns do not have the same
amount of bitterness and hatred as
this one. I must leave you row, so I
will leave you with a thought.,
I don't kno~ .who. said, i.t first,
although I saId It a !tttle whIle ago.
Here it is:
Many men have commitments,
but only the crazy ones are
committed.

Good time, and a warm cup of victorious event of DISCOVERY!
For quite some time, Scientists
chocolate in the face welcome to
this segment of In Search Of. . . . have heard controversy dealing with
In this segment we will explore the the existance of a "missing link".
bizarre; the intriguing; and the.odd~ Y~ls~r!~inIY.; irl~~~cl.,;.9~:5E~!¢!.~;~L;
Tb.a~,~()tA:cx;u!!jj~:~t,id~~t~(:': :'p~rhaJl$~>U\a1\' ,}ias,.Veta' uvmg
State' CoUege:The subject of In ancestor from the past to remind
Search Of wilJ be The Search of a him of the barbarous and primitive
Subject for In Search Ot. . . . .. history of mankind. There is a
In the beginning, there were small possibility '!;iuch a creature could
plastic birds filled with water am' exist. If so, the study of such a
hung from strings so to dangle .:reature could open doors;,o
above a crib so that tiny fingers scientists locked outside of the·
could reach for them and a tiny house of knowledge; the house
m out h mad e n a is e s I ike which houses the knowledge of a
Goooogowa.....::owwa·gooi. These connection of man to beast! And
were the first words. However, my So.... ln Search Of... invites YOU
personal history is of
'to share in the search for this
little importance and belongs at the "Unk"...... In Search Of Adrian
back of the file marked- Rondilieau.
Miscellaneous, as are the personal
The hot debate has lasted for
histories of Spiro Agnew, Anita many decades. Many insist that
Bryant, and Bebe Rebozo. Our Adrian Rondilieau (to be referred to
study has been intensive as we as: The Phenomenon) does not
carelessly observed the chain of exist, as conditions prevent such an
events which led Bridgewater existance. These people feel it
Stude nt ,Herbert FJoydd to the physically impossible for such a
heralded moment of Fate; that creature to illude <:apture,

I

questioning, and possitive sighting
for so long. Various backwoods
farmers insist on tile contrary. Only
a small number of farmers feel that

,th,*.m;utill',)~edsh,ee.,.areprpofot

such a pheno'menon~ The first
sighting was reported 'back in 1929
in the Oregon Wilderness, however,
the eyewitness has since gone mad
and his descendant has become
Governor of a New England State
with a new drinking law. Neither
parties are available for comment.
The most recent and numerous
sightings have been reported
around the Bridgewater State
College in beautiful, metropolitan
Bridgewater, Massachusetts.
Plaster and plasticine casts of foot
prints have been taken from the
area and sent to the Smithsonian
Institute for study. Many of the
prints have turned out to be from
students with excessive football
injuri~s, yet one is believed to have
comef"om the phenomenon.lt has
been determined that aside from a
few CO!M, the foot was otherwise

extremely agile and belonging to a hoard of frat men. I craned my neck
fast subterannean dweller.
to find the sound . . . there was
Bridgewater Archaeologists first
nothing. I then heard a splash, and
discovered evidence of the
from the Student Union Pond were
phe:norrienonwhen doing
two brown eyes peering just above
excavation of the campus Tennis
the water line. I ruled out the·
Courts. Past findings prbved that .-, possibility of a mtitanrPer'friSylv~nian
these tennis courts dated back to
Frog just as it very, very slowly
Neolithic Man and this excited the
moved out of the water. Two flaring
archaeologists so much that they
nostrils stirred bubbles and foam as
could only dig for a few hours before they rose from the surface. Then it
their excitement drove them to
saw me! I froze. Then, in the blink of
changing their unmentionables.
an eye (such as that from a Co-Ed) it
The first findings were remains of leaped 8 feet in the air, belched
an eqrly ancestor to ero-Magnon horribly and raced like a primitive
Man known as the Ed MacMahon. It across the lawn. toward Boyden
was believed that these creatures Hall. I soon, thereafter, changed my
survived on primitive cave beer.
unmentionables."
SubseQuently, . they were very
These films have been the brunt
obese and played terrible tennis.
of much government inspection and
Thus, the Cro-Magnon Man soon
due to the blurriness of the film, the
fear of such a rarely seen
beat the Ed MacMahon (40--Love)
into exstinction. It was after these
phenomenon, and the possible
discoveries that Archaeology Team effect such a film could have on
Group Leader and Sgt.-at-Arms,
adolecsents .... the film is to be
Herbert Floydd made his stupefying
released in Theaters across the
discovery. According to. Mr.
country.
The producers of In
Floydd's own testimony: "Well, it Search Of have the Late little'
was a real keen day , so I brought Gregorytb thank. If it wasn'tfor Mr.
Httle, diapered Gregory along,to Floydd's neglect of little Gregory,
enjoy .the sun and rollick in all the the little imp would not have crawled
dust. we were raising at the sight. I away at the very . moment the
brought along my, very own Leaning Tower of Nod surprised
Brownie 500 movie camera and him, however, it is this neglect by
getting some really great shots of Mr. Floydd that made the discovery
some of the co-eds. Then, I was possible. Thank-You Mr. Floydd.
recording some pictoral keepsakes Little Gregory will be cremated and
of little .Gregory· looking at his his ashes used for plant food.
Next year" In Search Of takes
thumbs, drooling so cutely, pulling
the wings off flies among other you In Search Of the Host of In
things, when I heard..... IT. It was a Search Of....
depressing sound; a wail like that
Michaelangelo SChwa.z..
RI,
which comes from a horrified
Freshman fleeing from a pursuing
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you give us $100.00, we give
you two shiny 1979 pennies and a list 0/ names.
you put your name on the bottom of the list, then
sell the pennies to two friends and so on and so
on and so on...
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Classifieds
for sale
1969 Ford Fairlane, fair condition, must sell
$400. Call 697:6954.
.
1969 Jeep, 4 cyl., Aut. Good gas mile., 43,000
miles. Must be seen, $1.000.00 Firm! Call
Tony, 586-1568.
Catelog of unique, nostalgic, and specialty
items·-many Collector Items with good
investment possibilities. Items include: coins,
stamps, antiques, artwork, comic boo!<s, old
records, old magazines, old photos, books,
buttons, and many others. Send 50 cents
(deductible with first order) to: Frank Louis, .
P.O. Box 548, Allwood Station, Clifton, New
Jersey 07012.
T eac 355 top loading cassette deck. Dolby Excellent shape. Save some money by making
your own tapes. Sound just as good. Asking
$100 or best offer. Must sell soon. Rm. 105 or
Ext.391. Ask for Pete.
Toshiba Cassette Recorder. Has Dolby NR.
Auto·Reverse and VU dials. Also Polaroid
Land Camera. Used only a dozen times. Sell
Cheap. Call 697-2800. -Lou.

housing
Need 1,2, or 3 females to sublet an apartment
for July and August. Call 697-8744.
Four room apt. walking distance to college.
furnished, kitchen, own room, $120 a monthall utilities. Need a roommate.

lost & found
In the small gym, April 2, 1979. 2 Gold rings-l is
an oval shaped opal, the 2nd is a red Lindystar
in a round setting. If found please return to
Robin, rm. 16 -Wood Hall. Please!! or Box 516- no questions asked.

To Martha Lee, Glad to see your back in the
partying mood! This weekend was great for
me, hope it was for you too. Hey Big Sis. your
excellent! Well Love you & be a friend forever.
Luck & happiness always. Love Reen

Shame, Haue you ond Bird gone to Church
lately? If you meet your friends while thumbing.
they just might giue you a ride. We don't want
anymore useless riders. Ha.udo you fit sixteery..
girls in aVolva? Easy! The -uckerwent and-got
another cor. See you next year? The weed
next door.
CHESTER·How did you like your fish Friday
night? Have any gentlemen molested you yet?
What's that fin between your teeth. Did you
ever meet with the WmenW on the first floor? Did
they call you or you call them. I've always
heard that whiskey makes you frisky! HELP!
your weed buddy.

Dear Spiko. l'hank you for writing a sweet
personal to me. You're the best big sister
anybody ever had and I don't know what I
would do without you. And don't forget to
keep your C.J.'s flowing
Entering V.D. Territory Hoo; are things in
O.SAG.H. how is Registrars office D.J.-Nice
tan. P.H .-Welcome, Do you enjoy ROSALITA
M.F .-What will happen next at the Apt's. FTroop
Help! I need a date for the semi· formal! I'm
really cute, slightly chubby and lots of fun. I'm
usually in the union, and' I've got a real nice car.
I'm of the female persuasion (so I've heard).
Seriously-this is no joke.l'Ube under the T.V.

I worry about college newspapers that hang
To the Red Snapper; Open any squeaky
unlocked doors lately? You better watch out
for cracks in b-ball courts too. Hope to see you
on the beach some weekend. Love, the girl
who makes the best instant coffee.
Attention PE·462d Students. Be prepared for
an enjoyable afternoon as we all go and "Fly A
Kite~. Tuesday, April 17, 1:30 - 3:00. Rain or
shine.
To Cincy Fans; Avon-you never looked so
good at the old Spaghetti drinking hoppin'
gator beer while discussing reality in leisure
suits, the only reservation I have is to take the
alligators off those shirts and stop Steve & Kim
from Dancing at the disco. Tired & untanned
To the librarian: I still see you in the library.
Now, I see you on Tues. Wed. & Thurs. in the
commuter Cafe. I also see you in your yellow
edison car. You make my motor race & my
wheels spin. Sooner or later I'm going to
get you. Your admirer
Mr. Bill says welcome back. The twilight zone
has been super, pat are you really back? Paul
thanks for the rum. Andy keep on munching
on those chunkies. Lets go again, I could stand
it there forever, eleven days later??? Amy
Carter

twenty Barnum's Animal Cracker boxes in
· their office-·don't you? You could' almost say:
it's immature.
To whom it may concern: If you had to stay up
all night every week to give the college its
newspaper, you too might find that any visual
aid helps to keep you awake! There are
enough things to complain about in BSC
without picking at trivia.

Sunny Day--l'm SUfe glad that you came along
and brightened up my life. It had to be divine
intervention. No more late nights ... €xcept on.
rare occasions. Did I tell you I liked your
arrowheads? Like Bob Dylan says, "'You're
genoa make me lonesome when you go:
Ft. Lauderale will never be the same! 4 beds, 3
pillows, SQ¢ for local calls! Mabel the Maid!
Nee·Nah and Mingya·Leo and Joe looking for
Ama-iean foxes! Pete from Wisconsin, disco in'
the halls with Bruce. Salad and water at P.
Murphy's is or not? Seven dollars for
chicken?? ALOE.
Rembrandt: I love you friend. I'm busy student
teaching but I'm still thinking of my bestest
buddy and counselor. The Forge Thursday
nights-· We have to talk-- love, Mags.
Hey Wild.. Sorry about you ruining two pairs
of pants and being sore for three days but
those things happen on wild and crazy ski trips
(especially when you are a "Beginner" at it).
Almost running out of gas on the trip back was
a blast. eh?
Martha: Where's your fish? Who gave us a ride
and living it up on Friday night. Rubber
Biscuits, scoop much?? Thumbs out, beat the
clock, ladies free drinks, Expo freebies, The
Hole, Hey, where are we all going after this?
Daytona Beach will never bethe same! Almost
Busted.

To everybody in Durgin 5 lounge. Hi! You have
been great friends this year and I hope our
friendship will grow. Parties, Judy's,
Christmas Ball, we have had a blast and I love
it. See ya. Love Debi

Nanci, Thanks for that beautiful week·endand
all the help you gave me on my Anthropology
and English papers. I was very proud to show
tou my hometown too. I'm glad you enjoyed
my city. I hope we can talk again like we did
over last week·end. Have a nice Easter. Think
about me. Love, D. Scott

Buddha-Study hard for your mid-term? At
least mine were ~honest" mistakes. But what
do you want from a Falstaff drinking man?
Signed: Mr. Ed's mistress.

To my grotesque roommate who I love, even
though she picks her nose! (Judy, you know!)
Thank you for waiting and getting my tickets;
too bad I have no date! Thanx.

Sandy, To a great roommate. Thanks for being
here when I need someone to talk to. You
always make me smile and laugh. You are a
great friend and a terrific roommate. Love,
your roomie Debi

Hey Buddy, Seems you've swallowed hook,
line and sinker. I love it! The past few days have
made me happy enough to explode. Thanks
for the beautiful times. I hope we have many
more. Love, The "Perfect Schizoid"

To Martha Lee, Hope we can party-hearty
this weekend after you bin' slightly out of it!
Kim, Maryann, &. Ann-we're all the best!
You'll always be a great big-sis. & friend. Have
a shot of schnapps for me. Love ya, Run.

f-Iey T winkie,
I Love You, you
LUV, Hunnybunns.

Da, Da, 'pa,-Welcome back to the twilight'
Zone-Where there is no B.S.C. or D.C. Paul
did you like that Movie we saw on t.v.'lhe Y-I- Chowhound ·Happy 21st! It'll be a night to
That ate. D.C. Janice & Paul did you have a 'remember. Love, Buddy
interesting stroll? Well, Thats all for now· To my BabY-I love you so ~uch!i Thanks for
Luv-Bacteria
Jmderstanding and being patient wjth me. YOIl
NeedTicke!.s ?rint'A!<i?, ~a\1 R<:>.~i~·tPe1r.! A~ ?51 7- '.
. Beth you star: How ab~uf aJat~ nig11t drive? · are th,i'best thiI'tg tHat" has eve'r happeMd to
3857. College "Oi"scQlint ·Prices.
The cape maybe? How does two in the me. Just wait till I see you when we're alone. I
morning sound? Check it out!!! Heard you have so much Love for you, I Love the way you
disappeared for an hour-The library Huh? .move!!
We heard what.it stands for: Cookies and Milk
Paul, I had a good time with you at your home.
Earn big money this summer--$60 per 100-To the guys that invaded my room at 1:30am But, let's forget whatever has happened and be
stuffing envelopes. Work as little or as much as
YOUR NUTS!!! But I had a great time that good friends. Okay? Love your favorite CT.
you like. For more details write to: Stewart
night, we should do it again sometime. Next
-=T=-h-an-:-k-y-o-u-al-lf-o-r-the P~~tyi-L-et-'s-w"':'at-c-h-t=he
Enterprises, P.O. Box 77, Plymouth MA
time swimming earlier than 3:30am-too cold.
02360.
Steal anything yet? T. don't get sick. Guess Muppets so Siba can bake the cake. 5th floor is
the highest on the hill. Thank you D.w.
who?
Wanted: Male or female gymnastic coach for
Roomie-the picture is fabulous. We'll see that,
privately owned school. Part time summer
To: Clint Kings and, R. Major & gang-How's . for our masters. MB got a match? Avira Pitzel I
help, full time in fall. Beginners thru
about dinner nextweek? Does 9 bottles 01 love the cop-Now
competitive team coaching. Please send
Lambrusco sound OK? Better make sure the
resume. to: Joanne Giguere School of
Wysteria: Everyday you teach new thi"ngs
bathroom's empty for S. The cards are ready,
Gymnastics and Dance, P.O. Box 2, 146 Main
about myself, you, and others. I'm discovering
can't wait to play S.P. again! Don't worry Clint,
feelings I never knew before. You're a good
Street, Cherry Valley, MA 01611.
we won't let you catch another cold .. The
friend. I want to share in your life ... not
HEATS up_
dominate it. I want our lives to be
-Want to spend this summer sailing the
fulfilled.;.separately and together. We're good
Caribbean? The Pacific? Europe? Cruising
To B.; Remember thumb-in & our little party
for each other and I
other parts of the world aboard sailing or
w/a few friends! Where's L & B? Oh is it 3:30
power yachts? Boat owners need crews! For
action. Wanna go to the Fair?! Mary what's her My name is Kath C. and I'm available!!!!! Call
free information, send a 15 ¢ stamp to Xanjildu, .
name was fun, until da·da-da·da! That party on me any weekend any time. P.S. I love having
6833 So. Gessner, Suite 661, Houston, TIC
St. Pat's Day. Had a great time for the fun .. .if you know what I mean. I live ;in 216
77036.
weekend.

little

foxette.

To the SSC WOp1en's Basketball leam ..
Thanks so much for the beautiful pin. YOI,J
guys are too much. Good luck next year and
best wishes to aU the seniors. M.E.
Michael: I think I might miss you when you
move away. Peggy_
Beth you star! When are we going to the cape?
Who are you kidding down there anyv.oay?
How 'bout a late night chat? 3 in the morning
ok? We found out what GT stands for! Oh love
your driftwood! cookies and milk.
Robin ..Have you spooned any frogs lately? Do
you know where your kid is tonight? I do. He's
holding up your lantern out in the front yard.
Love ya. Your hot pot borrower.
To Kathy in Pope Hall that requeted the
Jacksons on the school station. You have
great taste in music if you like them. Swing by
105 Durgin if you wanna here some more.
Music Lover.
Scott, Happy 5th month, it seems like we met
only yesterday. Thank you for always being
there and especially for being patient and
understanding. Love you so much, your, Silly
Girl
Big Daddy strikes on Monday, everything's
rolled out and up in smoke. Then the racoons
are out at night for the rest of the week.
Maureen, thanks for the cuss bank - I really
need it. It was a hell of a nice thing for you to
do! Love you better half, M&M Plain.
To my Daytona pals: Partying at the Pool, Big
Daddy's, getting high and watching the Wizard
of Oz. The buck spots are gone but the Spicspots iinger on. Smell any burning danish? The
name Kim Tim sounds great! Love those
rubber bisCUITS!
Mario Motta, please contact the Directors'
Office. Seriously, thanks for all you do for us.
The Walking Loud Speaker.

JIMBO BRADLEY· has Clamato J~i~e 'and
Plain Jello for breakfast. And it was his
undergarments found displayed in the Union.
The Mad Informer
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personals
Miles. Happy 1 month.lloue youiots, andyou
make me the happiest ever. Let's have a great
time this weekend- your place and mine. Don't
worry, the future looks qREA T! Loue 110
a.ways, Raggedy Ann.
Hey it's Thursday-you know what that means.
Karen, we can't go to Alhambra's--OK, I lied!
Cindy we still have six more days till Thursdaywhat are we gonna do?

Cheryl, Cheri-babe, Blue, alsoone in the same.
Thank you for lending an ear. We11 haue to
make it to M of s soon. Just think some tree will
be old enough. I. can't wait to see what
happens. Say hi to Bobby-Baby for me·-Nanci.
Sandy C. What's that mean? Lots of photos of
Fla. especially bottoms, next door. Flare a
bone, but the bus drivers were mostly menof
the "law." Didn't stop us. Enjoyed the seat to
myself. Want to go to the beach with us? Who
fell thru the crack between bed-wall? What's
his name--Vito! Sandy J.
Harlen-Good time at the Countdown Party.
You were great afterwards. I'll meet you in the
balcony of the Aud., we1l catch a movie, bring
your pillow, blanket and whip. We'll do more
kinky things at the next Countdown Party.
How do you spell admissions you bandit.-Judy from Judy's
Bicker, Bicl~er, Bicker; I have that weekend
feeling every day of the week. Happy, Easter.
Bicker, Bicker, Bicker

To my sexy Italian Stallion-Happy
Anniversary!! These past 2 years have been
the best! I love you more now than ever before.
In good times and in bad we'll always be
together. Thanks for 2 beautiful years han.
Love you always, Your, Special K.
Chris, Here's wishing you a great year. Happy
19th from all of ~s on the 4th: Ann, Ellen,
Marty, Annemarie, Cuddles, Frye. Silvia and
Patty.
Marianne Thanks for all the rides you've given
me lately. I really appreciate them. It's great to
know I have a friend I can rely on (even if she is
kinky). Love, Sheila
David·Gone for any ~alks to Mister Donuts
since we've been back? J haven't had a chance
to talk to you lately but if you find the time I
would like too. You know where I Jive & study
stop by sometime,
ACUIRES-lt's a long way to CinCinnati. How
many miles. per gallon-1O.2~. now is that
reality? Avon? Let's chew and screw at steaks,
shakes, and pancakes. Spaghetti Factory and
Hoppinggator beer, what a great combination.
Corington, Kentucky it's just over the bridge
you can't miss it. SHUT UP!!
Bubblehead and·Buffalo breath·Which corner
do you want in the elevator? Gospel Singers at
a Banquet! Love that Rolling Rock. A toast to
disco with J.D_ 'lomorrow's" own sneaker
wearing John Travolta. Let's stop at Harry
Belafonte's house for dinner. It'sbetter than
Stuckey's. Only 17 more hours.

L

Attention-V.C.: Continue inyour efjortsoJ
scholasticachieuement. Remeber-- "he who
would truely live must ouercome the beliefs
and conventions of common men. ~ This is the
Summun Bonum. Yours in Academia, Rudolf·

Circle He'ading:
for sale

lost & found

housing

services

wanted

personals

..
'll

C.J.: You have nothing! A bum rap you saY? I
think not. T. Michael

Mr. G: The odds are 8-1 that you will get the
Horse's Excremental Opening of the Year
AUXIrd_ Were you born cumb or did somebody
drop you ~ff of Nod when you were a
Freshman? Hatefully, unconcerned and
far from willing.

ride/riders

.

OTHER

Bob C: I know I may not say it often enough,
but here it is 5,000 times (if you get all the
copies of this issue!): I Love You! Your flower.
"

Happy Birthday Steve! Hope you really don't
think I'm crazy. I'm just nuts about you! Your
the best. The Kid. P.S. Hi! Al and Eric.
Laurie (Ann) S.: You are the best roommate
I've ever had. Thanks rnuchly for all the caring
and support you gave me these past two
weeks. I appreciate it greatly. ·Your roomie.
P.S .. What size/kind?
To B.G.: Thanks for the last two months. I've
really enjoyed them .. Happy Anniversary. Be
waiting for the next two months. Yours
always, B.B.3
To the cast of Emporer's: Thankyou all! I had a
wonderful time being in the production. My
first and last performance at RS.C. Thanks to
: you all for supporting a non-theatre major! I
. love yqu andmi~:yt:u..l",~.J1"LQve .. MQggi.e...., .•,

Classifieds are free for all students, faculty, staff, and administration of esC.
For all others, rates are $1.50 per column inch.
National advertising rat'e (outside Mus.) is $2.94 per column inch.
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Girl Track Hosts Opener
The SSC women's track team opened their
season with a home meet Tuesday April 10th
against SMU. Under the coaching of John
Laverty. the gals wield a flock of new talent as
well as the returning greats of last season.
Last season, as a first year varsity team, the
tracksters set many records, won the Codfish
Bowl (state meet for our division,) and were
represented in the Eastern's. Returning from
that squad are seniors Carol Robert, a
sprinter and Mary Creedon and Karen
Flemming, both long distance runners. Also
Michelle Stenson,hurdler, Patt Devereaux,
sprinter, Marianne Corbett throwing
shotput and running the 220, Cheryl
Patterson throwing javelin, Karen Wilson and
Janice Knox throwing discus, plus high
jumper, Judy Smith. Manager Marty Nichols
returns as well to try to organize and not get
left behind at away meets.
New competitors include Laurie Allen·
hurdler, Kathy Chambers-miler, Cathy
Cinelli·hurdler, Barbara "Cookie" Cookejavelin, Jessica Elder-sprinter, Heide Eriksenshotput and javelin, Eileen Gifford-sprinter,
Maureen Hennessey-880, Kelly Langford220 & 440, Aggie Lacouture-MO & 880, L(~rj
McDonald-hurdler, Donna McPhee-shotput
and discus, Tracey Parker·shotput arId
discus, Janet May-miler and Debbie Muellermiler.
Tri-captains Carol Robert, Karen
Flemming and Marianne Corbett look for a
promising season and hope to see you all out
supporting our team. Next home meet is
Saturday April 21st at 3:00 against Central
Conn. Be there and watch the lady bears
stomp over them!

T ennis Kills Curry

Baseball.Splits Two
r ne Bridgewater ~ears nosted
Boston State, Wedensday at Ted
Wiliams Camp in Lakeville . The
team came out ofthe aftemQOll wit

gave the Bears their first victory thif
season.
The second game proved to be a
hearthrea\<J

~econd 1-0 in

heartbreaker for the Bears. It was
one of the classic pitching duals.
Pitcher Rkh Czyzewski threw a fine
game giving up only six hits. It was a
game of frustration for the Bears as
twice they had men on third base
and couldn't score them. In the fifth
inning the Bears had .bases loaded
with no outs, and were unable to get
a run across~ The game came down
to the wire vnththe Bears Josing 1-0
So far the Bears, in conference.
have a 1-1 record. But out of
conference, it's all bad news for the
Bears, as they ha'Jeonly acquirred a
1·5 record. The Bears will try to
improve their reLord Saturday
against Framingham State.
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by Douglas Mildram
On Saturday the B.S.C. Bears

o~ned.t.he. ~9,7.~. ·§p~;n~lC:;·~~·;'c';i,~!~~~~~;to
With. a.~iesqUridijl.g 8tdf~11fz'of ,.... V1ctOry 10 a mne pOint tIe breaker(5Curry College. Played on a cold,
windy day, the match was decided in
the singles as Bruce Ogilvie,
Steve Power, Doug Mildram, Glenn
Guenard, Dan Damish, and Joe
McDermott all posted victories.
McDermott's match was the
highlight however, as he came from
behind to defeat his scrappy
opponent.
The only Bear loss took place at
the first doubles as Doug
Mildram and Steve Power fell to
a tough Curry 'doubles team.
Newcomer Greg Southworth
teamed up with his former doubles
partner Dan Damish, both played
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The second game proved to be a

a close battle.
In the first game pitcher Mike
Leahy filled the spotlight, as he
pitched a three hitter, But the real
story , happened in the first inning
The Bears collected four runs',
without getting a hit as the opposing
pitcher had control problems.
Stan Russell smashed a three run
hornet to futher the score to 5-2.
Two clutch hits by, Joey
'O'HaIIoran,finished Qut the scoring
for the Bears.
. Leahy picked up the win in the
Bears 7-2 victory. This was the best
. effort by the Bears so far this season
. As good pitching and a wet
rounded offensive attack combined

THAi WAS MY FA576ALL!

aSSoclatlon and is Schlitz Beer's most
ambitious and exciting campus program to
date, Gorman. said.
. Participating college intramural directors
are pleased because the Schlitz Intramural
Olympics program has strengthened
intramural programs by focusing on
competition and participation through a full
college year, he noted.
A full range of informational and
commemorative materials supports the
program, including posters and bulletin board
announcements, t-shirts for members and
coaches of teams that make the· regionals,
trophies and individual t-shirts for an regional
winners. and trophies and individual prizes
awarded to the national champions.
The 12 regionals will take place during the
weekends of March 31-April 1, April 21-22,
and April 28-29 at the following regional host
schools:
1. Florida State University 4/28
2. Marshall University .3/31
3. University of Denver 4/28
4. Tulane University 4/21
5. University of Minnesota 3/31
6. Western Illinois University 4/21
7.. California Poly (Pomona) 4/28
8. University of Missouri 4/21
9. Heidelberg College 4/28
10. Nassau County Community College 3/31
11. Rhode Island Junior College 4/21
12. DeAnza College 4/28

3). Glenn Guenard and Paul Dion
closed out the afternooon with an
irnpressive wiii in the third doubles
position.
Upcoming matches include U of
Lowell at home. on_ Friday; and
SMU away on Saturday. Your
support will be much appreciated
support will be much appreciated.
The top six positions as of April 12
are:
.
1. Steve. Power
2. Doug Mildram, Co-Captain
3. Joe McDermott
4. Bruce Ogilivie
5. Glenn Guenard
6. Dan Damish.

Sports

Intramural Team Travels
to Rhode' Island
Bridgewater State
College's all-campus men's and women's
intramural teams, travel to Rhode Island
Junior CoRege .to compete in the Schlitz
Intramural Olympics regional championships
April 21 and 22.
This and 11 other regional competitions will
pare the nation's top 200 men's and women's
teams' to 12 each that will advance to the
Schlitz Intr~ural Olympics National Finals
at the University of Miami (Florida) on May 5
and 6.
The SchHtzOlympics began last
September to determine the country's best
college intramural teams for the current
academic. year.
Special scoring was used in selecting allcampus \.Yinners to reflect differences in the
200 participating schools' intramural
programs.. The Schlitz regional and final
championships will feature' standard
competition in track, basketball, volleyball
and swimming.
"Our nation has a vast population of
students who love sports but who cannot
participate in intercollegiate athletics," said
William Gorman, Schlitz Manager of Special
Events. "The Schlitz Intramural Olympics is
our special effort to recognize all these people
and to encourage them to remain active in
sports all their lives," he said.
The program is one of the most farreaching intramural competitions ever
sponsQ.red by a corporation or educational

for Dean Junior College last spring.
Southworth let his strong serve do
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Before'tbe
marathon, see
. the exciting world
of running and jogging
come alive at

i
I

The International
Jogging.lRunning
Expo APRIL 13-16, 3-9 P.M.
II
I
I
I
I

COMMONWEALTH PIER, BOSTON
Now, for the first time, an industry trade show opens its doors to
the r~nning public. It's your chance to meet the manufacturers,
preVIew new products, ask questions,get answers. Free seminars
every hour. ~hare exp~riences with champions such as
Glenn Cunmngham, Jim Fixx, Gayle Barron, and many more.
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It's the one big show for everyone
who runs orJogs. .
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